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s Take lead
nnual Red
s Rollcall

nceton Has
Enrolls FD13 In Red Cross Pri
State's Largest
Pair Of Police
Princeton can now boast
the biggest pair of State
cops in Kentucky and a pair
probably not matched in
size anywhere in the United
States,
Total weights of Patrolmen Twisdale and Stinson
is 505 pounds and their altitude added together is just
under 13 feet.
Stinson, a former professional wrestler and strong
man, is the larger, weighing
275 pounds and standing 6
feet 5 inches tall. Twisdale
weighs 230 and is 6 and 5.
The officers have no special trouble in subduing lawbreakers but run into complications daily trying to
navigate at the same time
in their two-by-four office
. . . the smallest in the
county courthouse.

.11001 Children
City And CounAid In Memrship Drive

Legion Sponsors
Armistice Day
Celebration Here

Pretty Miss Is
Much Missed Here

City Won't Wait
For State Help
On Main Street
Patch Job On
Worst Worn Places
To Be Dope By
Local Crew

Farmersville ,
School, Veterans,
Kiwanis Observe
War Holiday
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WPA Cooperates
On 28 Miles Of Road

Caldwell Cattle
Do Well At Show
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Satterfields And
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Boy Scouts' Court Of Honor
To Convene Here Nov. 21
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-
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Campaign To Date

Lecture On South
America First In
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Of Flu Foreseen

Prevalent Bad
Colds Believed To
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Great good should result from favorable
vote on Amendment No. 1, passed by Kentucky voters last week. In 91 counties of
the State, average salary of elementary
teachers is less than $12 a week and the
average for all Kentucky high school teachers, on annual basis, is approximately $20
a week. Salaries of teachers actually have
decreased in the last 10 years, while everything else has increased in cost. The Legislature can and will do something toward
raising standards in Kentucky schools when
it meets next January.
111
MERCHANTS RESENT
"SUCKER" ADVERTISING
No matter who or what is backing the
project, Princeton merchants resent being
called upqn to "copperate" in advertising
which has for' its tiurpose promoting something other than their own business.
A conversation overheard in the First
National Bank last Friday bears out the
statement made previously in these columns
that this particular form of advertising is
thoroughly disagreeable to our people who,
for reasons which seem good and sufficient
to them, want to spend their advertising
dollars in the way which experience has
taught is most beneficial to them.
When we first assumed charge of The
Leader's editorial and business policies, in
July, 1940, several good friends advised
against the so-called cooperative pages'
saying this had been badly over done here
in the past; and we agreed not to solicit
this sort of business ... a pledge which we
have lived up to, despite the fact it almost
cost us a sizeable advertising campaign being paid for by an agency of the United
States government.
Princeton's business concerns are entitled
to spend their advertising money in the
manner best calculated 3to bring benefit to,
them.
It is well established fact among advertising solicitors for newspapers that the
"contributors" to so-called "cooperative" advertising schemes get very little return, except possibly in the way of good will; and
local concerns not already fairly well endowed with this unstable asset certainly
cannot expect to build it very firmly upon
the foundation of adding their little contributions to causes other than their own.
'TAINT SO, FRIENDS;
'TAINT SO!
The other day a highly respected citizen,
a gentleman who is an astute business man
in his important line, stated it as his opinion that the newspapers of Princeton took
"about $70,000 it year" from their customers
and hence, could well afford to print lots
of local pictures and other expensive features.
If this hadn't been so astounding to the
editor of The Leader, it would have given

us the biggest laugh we've ho.a in years!
•
In the course of a conversation which developed, it is probable the business man
obtained a slightly different idea about
volume of business . .. and net profits, done
by the two newspapers now in this field.
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A good many exaggerated things have
been told and printed about circulatiun of
newspapers in Princeton.
Plain and unvarnished facts, as brought
out by a house-to-house survey conducted by
The Leader last summer, do not reflect
creditably upon Other of the newspapers of
Princeton in that far too many good folk,
because they have, been taught to do so
through the years, hold newspapering here-

One
the
mar
orkers
the
, par
eh, c
at ho
b
ours .
t T
of

abouts in very slight regard.
But our visitor, quoted above, believed
The Leader must get "something like $12,000 a year" from circulation.
The Leader, as it is published now, is one
of if not the most expensive community
newspapers in Kentucky.
Measured by the yardstick of the average
county seat newspaper, The Leader is superior in every respect.
And yet, we are forced to charge less for
subscriptions and for advertising than any
newspaper we know of in any comparable
city and county in the State.
Yes, forced to do this . .. because, running back three-quarters of a century
Princeton always has had two, three or four
struggling little newspapers committing all
the errors and sins common to the craft in
those byegone days in order, their publishers believed, to eke out existence. Of course,
few survided.
This is one instance where, literally, the
sins of the fathers have been visited upon
the fourth generation.
The present publisher of The Leader is
not complaining about these facts; tho they
constitute material difficulties. For we
learned long ago there is truth in the
motto: He profits most who serves best;
and expect, confidently, to show profit because of the character of service rendered.
If it is a little difficult to make The
Leader everything we would wish it to be
in one fell swoop and right now because,
chiefly, the people of Princeton and Caldwell county do not know we are improving
the paper for the very good reason that
they do not read it, even tho they subscribe
.. . that is the only handicap in the business of newspapering here which really
offers a serious stumbling block to our
ambition.
But newspapers of Princeton never will
have an annual "take" of anything like
$70,000, fellow citizens; nor do they expect
to have.
111
TRICKS OF TRADE
ARE ATTRACTIVE
Again home town merchants are falling
for some of the attractive tricks of the advertising trade . . . this time spending more
money for small mats with which to decorate their newspaper ads than they will pay
for space in the newspapers.
While The Leader has, certainly, no objection if its customers wish to buy unique
and distinctive illustrations for their sales
messages, we'would respectfully call attention to the fact that we regularly subscribe
to the world's premier advertising services
. . . and invite local advertisers to ask us,
first, whether we can provide what they
want.
The Leader offers service as well as
space. And if our regular mat service does
not provide what you want in the 'way of
illustrations, we can and will get what is
desired.
The moral is: If you pay $1 for a little
mat and use it in 75 cents worth of space,
your $1.75 outlay will give you less than
half that much display value . . . And your
advertisement, being so small, will be lost
in the shuffle of large and more imposing
displays.
1114
Women are so clever at deception that
men look like infants when they try to
compete.
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A BEAD ON THE U-BOAT.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
I'm all done with dames
They cheat and they lie;
They prey on us males
To the day that we die.
They tease and torment us
And drive us to sin—
Say—Look at the blonde
That just came in.
—Pure Oil News
1114
Caldwell county GOP is very
high over the election held last
week in this county. With good
reason. If Democrats do not stop
their factional strife Republicans
will have ALL the jobs hereabouts
before long. Which will not be so
good, since Democrats run things
just about everywhere else!
111.
Seems as tho rumors, rampant
here the last few days of the
campaign, about "swaps" and
"trade-outs" of first one and then
another Democratic nominee may
have had some substance . . .
Which is poisonous to pa r t y
harmony, will only result in alienation of nominees made the victims of such party disloyalty . ..
together with their families and
some of their supporters. Every
time this happens, the party is
weakened. Hence, if there is
virtue in the party form of political government, party loyalty is
essential to party health.
Because it never helps to wage
losing political campaigns, Pennyriler sympathises with the losers
in last Tuesday's election; and,
for the general welfare, pledges
its cooperation to. all the newly
chosen officials in the conduct of
the county's business.
1111
Rumsey Taylor got enough of
Wisconsin-in-the-Autumn when he
officiated in the Marquette-Mississippi football game at Milwaukee
recently . . . Snow and sleet chill,
ed the Southerners, including
Rumsey, so that Hovious, Ole
Miss star back, lamented he
"couldn't thaw out until the
fourth quhrter"; so his team
won by only one touchdown!
111
The high school All-Star football game, played annually at Lexington after the regular season
ends for benefit of crippled children, ought to be a cinch this year
for the West . . . Hopkinsville
rates No. 1 team in the State, with
Sturgis, in many minds, next.

By

G.

Owensboro has a star back,
Princeton two star ends; and of
course Paducah, Mayfield, Providence, Madisonville and Marion
have some good ones too. Louisville stars play with the West
squad.
111k
Innocuous exteriors are deceiving . . . Jimmy Ratliff, who
surprised me more than somewhat, wielded a tolerably big
stick in the city election last
week with telling effect. Others,
who looked, acted and talked like
political Big Shots, didn't do so
well for their favorites.
111
Tom Cash, Jr., is gonna win our
marbles in Princeton's vegetable
garden contest this year . . . and
every year, if his testimony can
be accepted. Pennyriler is in receipt of a communication from
this gardener which, on its face,
puts him in a class by himself.
1111.
Tom says his garden is as profitable in November as in June
(and if it were like 'Marshall Eldred's, that could easily be true
without it having much value
either!) He says last week his
garden produced lima beans, endive, tomatoes, Swiss chard, green
onions, radishes, black-eyed peas,
corn, lettuce, turnip green, carrots,
beats, beans, okra, cabbage, turnips, spinach, parsnips and peppers. He claims six of these will
continue to yield all winter. , •
111
Gardener Cash says he plants
something every month of the
year excepting December and January and, with normal weather
conditions, harvests vegetables
every month of the year. Henry
Sevison, take notice.
1114
A Laughing Matter

Fred Allen's Favorite Story
A fellow piloting a seaplane
for the first time started to make
a landing on a field. The man
with him hollered:
"Hey! This is a seaplane. You
can't come down on land."
The pilot pulled up and then
came down on the bay.
"Imagine such a dumb trick,"
he said---Land stepped out into
40 feet of water.

Odd But Science
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Minneapolis. — A germ which
seems to be able to change here.
dity has been found in soil el.
periments at the University 1
Minnesota.
The germ lives in the soil. Ms
the wheat crop disease known as
foot-rot appears, this germ gi
to work on the disease.
The result is to change the di
ease so that its organisms whili
transmit the wheat malady, chart
their hereditary characteristics.
The disease loses some of its
virulence as a result of this
change. The discovery is descrih
ed in Phytopathology, the plan
disease specialists' journal, by J.
J. Christensen and F. R. Davie
of the-ttnitjtvrgrty:-----,-•
The influence on heredity ap
-pears to come from a chemical
which the soil bug produces. This
,chemical has not been isolated. It
passes throught the finest filters
Heat does not destroy it. noridoes
acid. But alkali decomposes it.
The Minnesota scientists said it
seems reasonable to iissume that,
under certain conditions, the as.
sociation of these gern.s with the
organism causing fttot-rot, would
explain observed ,:t!,,,ligcs in the
damage done to ‘vh,;,t.
This germ which is a speeialit
in changing heTeiiii :• tt common
soil germ and set :.;tr ;t- known is
harmless.
•
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Looking Backward
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Guess:
tax commissioner, Frank
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Prowling On Secret Service
Increases
Street

Main

that the hill folk are a poor and
a bewildered people who literally have no place to go, and
no hope of improving their condition much if they stay put.
By Jonn Selby
There is not enough tillable land,
and there are not enough mines,
Every so often a book comes to support the people already in
along which, like a brisk north the hills. The population is inwind ,blows the cobwebi out of creasing unbelievably there, and
the corners and briskly clears every baby born adds to the
the dust away. John F. Day's difficulty of the situation. Mr.
"Bloody Ground" is such a book. Day knows the problem, but not
Specifically, it is the only non- the answer. The nice thing about
fiction book I ever read which it is the fact that he does not
told the unadultered truth about pretend to have the answer.
the mountain counties of EastHis book is far more "colorern Kentucky. It is the reader's ful" than any of the romantic
good luck that Mr. Day has concoctions about "mountain culwritten well on every page, and ture," the other-worldiness of
brilliantly on many.
the mountaineer, his "safety"
Perhaps it also is his good from the corrupting influence of
luck that Mr. Day has a few the machine age, and all that.
dislikes Of his own—Jean Thom- He takes his reader to meetings
as, the woman who writes those of the snake cults, on still-smashpretty books about the moun- ing expeditions, to mountain
tain "culture" being the chief courts and mountain funeralizdislike. "After reading one of ings, to visit the schools, the
Jean Thomas' books I feel ill," mines, the nursing services, the
Mr. Day says, and proceeds to feuds, the farms, the juke-joints
show why.
along the new roads. But he alThe reason is simple. The ro- so brings along a bagful of
mantic school of Miss Thomas statistics, which he administers
and John Fox is celebrating the cautiously.
hills—and the age is gone. The
plain fact, Mr. Day proves, is
Try a Leader Classified Ad.
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Guard Over President
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By Jack Stinnett
wholesale fingerprinting
h as
Washington.—The U. S. Secret turned up
several persons with
gigantic, all-day pa- Service is slowly tightening the "interesting" records and at
least
years ago Tuesday fol- net of protection around Presi- three whose records put them
dent Roosevelt as America bedefinitely under suspicion
• news flash that World comes more and more
as
involved
They
.
.
.
ended
was
possible "subversive individuals."
One
in the tragic world situation.
the courthouse bell rang
The latest development is the These ,of course, are weeded out
morn far into the night fingerprinting of all the hired before the President makes his
corkers, dropping their tasks, help at every banquet or public appearance.
the hosiery mill and other gathering the President attends.
In a world at war, the business
paraded with mad joy... First hint of the new order
of
guarding the President has
and
old
men
children,
h,
came when the Presiderit made
i.homes tramped the biz his Navy Day speech at the May- become one of the most harrow, cheering until their flower Hotel. A week before, ing assignments in Washington—
became sore, for hours Col. Edwund W. Starling, chief not entirely because of increasing threats of danger, but because
lours . • . Quite contrasting of the White House Secret SerPresident Roosevelt is one of the
1st Tuesday's calm celebra- vice detail, and his ,staff moved
of Armistice Day number in to give the employes a most informal Presidents of mod,When naught but the us- thorough going over, including ern times. He abhors the idea of
being a prisoner of the Secret
cad a restrained emotion questioning and fingerprinting.
This not only applied to the Service. He likes to come and
to the Dark Times, went
go as he pleases, to see whomTwo and a third decades hotel's regular help but all the
be- "specials" called in for the big ever he wishes to see and withPrinceton went wild
out having his callers subjected
war heroes came back... banquet.
to a thorough going over before
• • •
y we spent a few minutes
ring who wouldn't.
A week later, when the Presi- they are admitted to his office.
Since the Secret Service is
dent accepted his annual Press
C
charged specifically, by law, with
HES FROM L I F E:.
Club President's dinner, the Sewrinkled old lady who vot- cret Service showed up imme- seeing that no ,harm comes to
is
g precinct 5 and upset regio- diately to fingerprint the entire the president, his informality
to them a hardship. The close
n), refusing at first to tell staff and made arangements to
guard maintained at the White
name. •.saying simply she have all extra waiters, bus-boys,
House is now pretty Much rou'Publican"... and then and captains appear for the routine. The doormen, guards, Sea row for the officials to tine several days before the
cret Service and White House
county ballot box be- party comes off.
police know their duties and it's
had accidently dropThe . Willard Hotel, which
a thousand to one that no One.oty slip into its slot.
houses several floors of the
Eyed Connally is going to crash
,almed when Officer British Purchasing Commission
his way into 1600 Pennsylvania
would
he
assured her
and frequently takes care of
avenue—but when the President
•re box to the count. distinguished visitors, had been
goes out and he often does, it's
and see, personally, it through the ordeal before the
another story.
.1 care of ... Lula Wade Mayflower or the Press club. The
• • •
good secrecy with which the fingertwins... And
Those many weekends when
om Princeton that re- printing is being done prevented
the President goes to Hyde Park
her as a happy girl the story from leaking out.
for the only rest and relaxation
matrimony with Hal
Even now, the Secret Service
he gets these days; those occas!sear last Christmas... will not discuss this latest develional junkets to defense centers;
Presithe
bareopment in guarding
visiting after
and even the across-town trips
kg., away proving the dent, but it is known that among
to banquets call for elaborate
pretty
are
Princeton has on those themselves, they
preparations. It isn't that any
here ... Aged Negro pleased with the results.
one really fears that some at:liking cane studded
tack might be made on the
a trinket, almost, and
President or that some embarwas "his heart", all in
spend more rassing situation might arise. It's
Good Imogene Chandler
"the
with
time together than the 5th regi- just that precautions have to be
ment . . . Col. R. D. Farmer will taken to see that such things are
C
will be James practically impossible.
RELEASES: be off soon as
" ''r.1ONIAL
That's the reason that the
. . Perdict that Bart
.
McClean
t that Nancy Catlett
be home by Jan- President nearly always comes
will
Griffith
.,,,art in hock to a Hopand goes by back doors; that
uary for keeps.
. . . So it is with her
a cordon of Secret Service men
the dis
C
>>
•.;ine Wood . . . Billy
PROG- convoy him even on his little
STREETCORNER
IF
which
„ad that pretty gal he
authorities drives around the city; that he
were
nosticators
are young but, ah, so
change
we'd have a White '41' Christ- never rides a , train but what
is
George
Brother
.
.
.
istics.
mas, war in April, terrible de- another train leads the way to
as fond of the cute
of its
next year, a good crop be sure that the way is clear;
pression
.
Number at B. G. . .
in 1942, the coldest winter that when he attends the Press
year
I this
Hetcher has a gal but
to overin 30 seasons, a dictator by next Club banquet,, filled
describ.1. S., suffers defeat at
complete abandonment of flowing with newspaper men
June,
e plant
rim courting much . . .
"mugcivilization in 10 years, a Jap who already have been
Williamson and W. C.,
, by J.
in August, a woman ged and printed" in order to get
invasion
contented and happy as
will be
Davies
mayor soon,...11inkle Miller and their press passes; fie
could . . . A G. Butler
in the
Clyde Fletcher in the East- one of the few men
a
"Tooge" Kevil is
fingerbeen
hasn't
who
room
'tomorrain
and
.
.
.
game
West
ity ap,f form . . . Nice to.'
printed.
row.
hemical
11 and so is the dark
via jerker . . . "Tooge"1
es. This
than sister, Kat, a little
lated. It
personality gal big
filters.
but equally as interestdoes
or
valuable to know.
A N

S it.
said it
e that
the asith the
, would
in the
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; Corn'
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oNLY TIME the likablei
Greshams are seen no10
• is at breakfast when thi
'sham] dines solitary a
. Pretty gal prize
Laura Lee Hutchinso
••sn't think so . . . Butler's
,uld have looked swel
ray Saturday when W
.:roups exhibited, b u
; invited . . . Tick Leech
again to ride horses . .
-.Ps his crutch handy.

student
ites the
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Seventy-nine cows in
dairy herd improvement associations in Kentucky have records
of 350 pounds or more of butterfat in 305 days. One cow owned
by Berea College produced 19,322 pounds of milk and 715
pounds of fat in 305 days. Ten
cows in the five associations
produced more than 500 pounds
of butterfat each.
a
Milk is about 75 cents
hundred pounds and butterfat
about 9 cents a pound higher
than a year ago. A cow producing 300 pounds of butterfat is
returning about $27 more than
last year, point out dairy experts at tife University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
and'Home Economics.

Typifying the
1942 Pontiac's
quality is the
Triple Venturi
Down-draft carburetor—an
important factor
in Pontiac's amazing economy.
Tj,e superiority
of this design
has been proved
over a period of
many years.

HAMBY'S WELL
Plisietheraphy Dept.
ral Vapor Baths—Quick
for rheumatic sufferers.

Standard Old Line Corn• • . Safety for Your
7 and Peace of Mind
!ourself.

Loans made on your auto, furniture, livestock or note. Investigate our special plan for farmers. Liberal appraisals on
autos. Get any amount, $10 to $300, and repay on plan best
suited to your needs. Your choice of terms from one to
18 months. To apply simply stop in, phone 470 or write. All
applications receive immediate attention.

Luthe
cas, geology
University of Oklahoma, was
the
teaching his class about
geysers of Yellowstone National
Park. To illustrate his lectures
he constructed a model of Old
Faithful, the park's most famous geyser. The thing is so faithful to detail it erupts periodically, sending a column of water
four feet into the air.

Make His Homework
Easier and Protect
His Eyes with a

BETTER SIGHT STUDY LAMP

a reputation for
PONTIAC has long ehjoyed
live up to this
Pontiacs
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and bolt...
nut
Every
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evidence
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and materials. It is
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design,
value,
assures you greater
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and longer life.
dependability
greater
States Navy and building
anti-aircraft cannon for the United
people.
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READY FOR THE BRISK DAYS—a tunic jacket of chocolate
and crisp green wool plaid worn with a slender brown wool skirt
A New It ork creation with a two-piece look.

East Main St.

off his eyes and
PIE the boy a lamp that takes the strain
watch his grades improve!
U the shadows off his books. Then
little cost ... and help
It will help him so much at such
eyesight
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postpone for years the
Lamps for easier
Sight
Better
needs
But all your family
and other close work.
seeing indoors ... for reading, sewing,
light that has been
These scientifically designed lamps provide
engineers.
illuminating
measured for you by
Sight Lamps . ..
Light condition your home with Better
lamps. You can start with
pin-up
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lamps
floor
lamps,
table
See the lamp display
one lamp in one room—at very low cost.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SEE YOUR DEALER NOW FOR MODERN
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1\100
ELECTRICALLY 47
IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER
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Homemakers Hear
University Expert
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makers'
A group of 12 Homeesda
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2 lbs. 25c
Pure Lard
lbs. 95c
_ _______
Ohio River Salt
lb. 25c
Beef Steak
lb. 25c
Sliced Bacon (no rind)
lb. 19c
Pure Pork Sausage
45c
lbs.
25
Meal
3 lg. boxes 25c
Post Toasties
2 lb. box 15c
Crackers
100 lbs. $2.25
Laying Mash
bag $1.70
Dairy Feed (16%)

James M. Tyrie

Foreign Wars.
Mr. Vaughn was born in
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Dyersburg, Tenn., and
e
most of his life in the middl
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Mrs. Vaughn is a sister of
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Telephone
Service
You might think there is little
or no conttection between
bullets and telephone service.
But the fact is that carelessly
directed gunshots are responsible for hundreds of broken
telephone lines each year.
Just one small birdshot or
bullet, piercing a telephone
cable or breaking an open
wire can put many telephone
lines—both local and long
distance — out of order and
block the important messages
these lines constantly carry.
And no matter how quickly
the damage is repaired, the
service interruption may
cause serious inconvenience
to some telephone user.
If you have occasion to use
firearms, won't you please be
careful not to shoot in the
direction of telephone lines?
thousands of
Remember
folks depend on these lines to
carry important, sometimes
vital messages.
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Nashville,
Ward-Belmont,
session, after which Mrs. Carl Love, Marion, has been called at
her bedside.
spent last week-end with her
Sparks reviewed the book, 'Oliv- to
Miss Estelle Lester, student at parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl
conan's Club will meet
er Wisewell," by Kenneth RobMt. St. Joseph's College, near
le Rd.
at
14,
afternoon, Nov.
erts This is a historical book, in Owensboro, spent last week-end Sparks, Eddyvil
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obWar.
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o'clock
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J. D. Lester.
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C. M. Wood and Mr. Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. James Martin,
At the conclusion of the reof Book Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Smith, here last week-end.
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s
preplanned
will
member
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the
view,
B. jaggers
Fairfield, Ill., visited Mr. Smith's
Charles Catlett returned to
to donate their services Novem- sister, Mrs. C. M. Wood, and
daughter, Eva Ann. on NovemMcKee Thomson will
Detroit Sunday after a week's
ber 24 to the annual Red Cross Mr. Wood here last Sunday.
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The meeting adjourned to meet Carwin, Connorsville, Ind., spent
school. Members are priMr. and Mrs. Floyd Smith,
ville St.
Maids Club at the home of her
at 1 o'clock, November 26, at the Thursday night here, enroute
to bring guests for this
K. Detroit, on the birth of a daughLorenzo
Mrs.
and
Judge
sister, Mrs. Paul Cunningham,
home of Mrs. Claude Akin, with to Louisville, for a vacation.
prepared program.
Mr. ter, Leona Ann. Mrs. Smith is
Wood, Louisville, visited
S. Jefferson St., Tuesday night,
Mrs. Grace Brown, as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. William Satter- Wood's brother, Mr. C. M. Wood the former Miss Beverly Lester,
Nov. 11, at 7:30.
Mrs. W. B. Sparks, Morganfield, field and little son, Billy, visitand Mrs. J. D.
and Mrs. Wood here last Tues- daughter of Mr.
During the business session,
was a guest.
ed Mrs. Guy Satterfield and Mr. day.
Lester, E. Market St.
plans were discussed for memand Mrs. J. F. Graham last week.
Mrs. Jerry Spears, Frankfort,
bers to take part in the Red
Mr. Satterfield returned to their visited her brother, Mr. Bob will arrive today to spend the
Sewing
Britian
for
Cross Campaign. The club will
weekn-law,
home in Owensboro last
Powley and Mrs. Powley here week-end with her sister-i
will close on the corn- have charge of Roll Call activity
end and Mrs. Satterfield and son last week.
Miss Margie Amos. She will be
of its November ship- Friday at the local K. U. office.
daughter,
The Woman's Council of the remained here for a few days
Mrs. Walter Krueger, St.Louis, joined Sunday by her
clothing. This announceMembers present were Misses
First Christian Church will meet this week.
Red
Tuesday morning Mrs. Joseph L Street, Jr., and
here
arrived
vas made to the
Margaret June Childress, RobMr. and Mrs. Lowell Davis for a visit with her sister, IV;
Monday night, November 17, at
son, Joseph III, also of Memphis.
Chapter last week, with bie Lou Hobgood, Mable John6 o'clock, in the basement of and Delmar Ferrell were visitors Harvey Satterfield, who is ill
Mrs. Mark Cupningham, CounCross
a
Red
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t
ston, Imogene Chandler, Wanda
the church for a pot-luck sup- in Paducah Sunday afternoon. at her home on South Jefferson ty Health Nurse, left last Frifor
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Wadlington, "Tooge" Kevil, VirMrs. Ann Dawson Wright,
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project,
a
to such
en Hopper and Katherine Kevil.
council are invited to attend. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Dawson and ing the Federal Home Loan Bank illness of her mother, Mrs. A.
said.
Sevison
At the close of the meeting
family here last week-end. She of Cincinnati, Ohio, was a guest B. Larkins.
refreshments were served.
was accompanied by Miss Evelyn at the office of the Princeton
Mrs. Pyron Dunbar, MadisonThe next meeting will be held
White, of Lakeland.
visited her parents, Mr.
Asville,
Loan
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Savings
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at the home of Miss Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
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Dottie Moon Circle of the Kevil, Hopkinsville Road, Tuesdaughter, Vivian
y.
little
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and
He was enroute to Padu- Princeton, last Thursda
week.
ptist Church met at the day night, Nov. 25.
his
Rev. and Mrs. Arleigh Matand children, Madisonville, spent Clare, of Paducah, visited
stopped to pay a visit
and
cah,
of Mrs. Paul Dorroh, McW.
lle, Texas spent
Tuesday with Mrs. W. L. Gran- mother, Mrs. Berdie Moore,
to the local association which has lock, Joinervi
street, Tuesday evening,
Market St., last week-end.
staff and family.
of the Cincin- last week-end with friends here.
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a
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A luxurious date-dress with a
Pond's Lipstick pinned to
should•r1
This is the lovely
"Lips" pin that trims
Loma Leads' new
"Lips" dress—an exciting "extra" with •
dress that's extra exciting'
Whatever the hour or occasion,
you'll "live in it". Featuring
Weld., Kover-Zip Slid• Fastener.
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Unofficial Vote By Precincts In County Election

Farmers Need No
Priority Rating
Advised To Order
Requirements Now
To Avoid Delay
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120 39
In answer to Enquiries as to
29
• 266 1451 260
288 163
Jones
46 165
whether farmers need priority
68
751 134
145 123 179
82
Yandell
Rep.
27 40 68 9
ratings for making certain pur94
31
106
82
248
120
253
143
252
Cummins
62 41 54
96
chases, the Kentucky College of
149
128
74
66
91 146 146
183 146 194
43 112
Stephens
90
127
Judge
67
Agriculture and Home Eco68
42
122 66 39
49 14
278 180 287 148 276 130 166 93 46
nomics calls attention to stateEldred
37 120 130 74 38 30 17
142 104 150 65 114 107 70 186 41
ments issued at Washington to
119 55 130 154 73 126
C. Attorney McGough
75
72
711
75
99
147
the effect that such ratings are
34 41 78 197
4
38
318 174 3031 146 265 149 167 128 65
Stevens
36 108 113 571 30 25
not necessary.
128 121 152 77 136 109 86 169 56
86 106 54 58
Clerk Baker
22
75
C.
C.
110
59
43
73 27 28
2,576
Farmers are not required to
260 167 271 122 248 127 144 61 47 200 60 100 136 169 99 69 42 47 82 38 83 85 99 297 140 2800
Morse
77
buy
to
23
ratings
priority
have
106
52
232
124
109
157
99
195
135
183
Clift
125 45 83 51 2,482
Sheriff
machinery, repair parts, equip66 16 23 28 54 99 74 211 121
230 129 251 122 249 99 134 70 20 193 64 115 138 168 102 72 45 50 77 371 52 63 106 240 119 2,855
Childress
ment, fertilizers, sprays, roof60
19
106
78
222
205 163 207 97 157 154 118
Sigler
Jailer
ing, nails, fencing and similar
12 37 27 67 105 72 271 119 121 39 71 49 2680
263 141 306 129 284 128 132 74 37 205 64 111 60 167 91 75 29 32 76 301 35 53 1061 245 113 2'387
Larkin
materials needed in the opera139
158 152 137 91 110 118 117 210 48 89 13 52
are
Tax Corn. Hillyard
tion of farms. Priorities
85 96 37 35 231 201 581 49 115 257 121 Oars
921 1791 159 139 241 55 129 18 82 132 136
220 179 213
issued to manufacturers, proMorgan
Coroner
Constitut onal An.
cessors and warehousemen, and
All You Need
1, 2,592 yes, 237 no.
not to individual farmers using
Is A Little Salt
materials.
Constitutional Am
Oklahoma City (.4')—A duck 2,
Since deliveries of machinery
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for
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more
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a
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is
hand
the
"home
in
and materials may be slow,
With the
Due to the poor honey flow
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Magistrates:
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the
lake,
Walter
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than
many farmers are determing
program widely
to match colors and quality was during the past season in some defense"
Bonebrake, who speaks from Martin, 788, Barrett,
their 1942 needs this fall and
C.
difmany
Kentucky,
in
stressed at four demonstrations parts of Kentucky, many bee lowed
experience contends. Boonebrake trict No. 2, Rowland,
placing orders for repairs, equipkinds of vegetables may stepped to the edge of a small
ment and other materials now.
in stripping and grading tobac- colonies are short of winter ferent
trict No. 3, Martin, 24
many gardens. Brocin
found
be
A startled No. 4, Glass ,324; D,.,;.
This may save them time and
co in Adair county. Also em- stores. Each colony should now coli, a delicate vegetable some- lake, shotgun in hand.
money during the rush periods
flock of ducks whirred into him. Thompson, 120; Dims
phasized was the importance of have 50 to 80 pounds of honey,
thing like green cauliflower, is He grabbed. When the
air Bond, 646;
on the farm next year. The
District Na
tying neat hands of small size. says Prof. W. A. Price of the
The
often.
more
being used
possibility of a farm labor shortcleared, Bonebrake swears, he 186.
were impressed by the
Farmers
the
from
come
Kentucky College of Agriculture following recipes
Gilbertsville, Nov. 11—Prepaone
in
age also seems to make plannshotgun
still held his
appearance of the hands of toCollege of Agriculing desirable, it is pointed out.
rations are advslincing rapidly to bacco as they came out of small and Home Economics. Those Kentucky
hand. In the other was a live,
Economics:
Home
and
ture
unhurt greenhead mallard drake.
put the navigation lock at the home-made presses. The tobacco having less than this amount
Wash the broccoli, remove all
Big Time Gambling
was should be fed a sufficient
stripped at each farm
Kentucky Dam in operation.
and cook in an unleaves,
dried
—And Bigger Fine
to bring
teaspoon salt, a dash of
The lock structure is practic- weighed and found to average amount of sugar syrup
covered pan in boiling salted one
the stores to that level.
a grain or two of cayenpepper,
Drain
Salisbury, Md. (IP)—Two men ally complete. The great steel about a pound per stick.
minutes.
30
to
25
water for
The syrup is made by dissolvslowly one-half cup of
Add
ne.
were fined $1 and costs each permanent gates have been ineasily),
breaks
carefully (as it
ing two parts of white cane
in court on gambling charges. stalled and the work now in Or Else Kept Mum
with Hollandaise boiling water, stirring constantdress
and
sugar by volume to one part of
ly. Simmer over hot water until Capital
Officer E. G. Nichols produced progress consists mostly in comsauce.
Stock Co
Salisbury, Md. (IP)—City Enfire and add
the evidence against them—two pleting installation of necessary gineer Clarke Gardner figures water. Measure the desired
Hollandaise sause is made thick. Remove from
is safe and '
The
a
in
it
place
water,
of
quantity
juice.
lemon
of
tablespoons
two
pairs of dice and a nickel, total machinery to operate the lock
mebbe he sould have asked folks boiler, and heat to the boiling as follows: Cream one-fourth
to curdle, beat Princeton, Ky.
sum in the men's crap game.
and a general clean-up and to waste water. Because, when
cup of butter with yolks of two If sauce begins
point. Then pour the sugar into
and it
adding eggs one at a time with a rotary beater
Over Penned
check-up in the lock construction he urged them to save water for
eggs,
the boiling water and agitate
again.
smooth
become
will
with
Season
well.
system
beating
area.
and
two days while the water
is
sugar
until
the
the mixture
Both upstream and down- was being repaired, consumpdissolved. Allow the sugar sostream from the navigation lock tion jumped up more than 300,lution to heat to the boiling
large earth dikes at present 000 gallons extra each day.
point and then remove from
block the boat channel so as
upstream dike the fire. Pour the syrup into
to keep the lock construction then remove the
on 10-pounds friction top pails. The
clear of water from the river. and then resume operations
until the lid should have 8 to 10 holes
A portion of this dike is being the downstream dike
of obstruct- punched through with lath nails.
removed by a hydraulic dredge boat channel is free
When the syrup has cooled to
navagation.
to
ions
sufficiently
a
as
and as soon
about 100 degrees invert the
lock
navigation
the
as
soon
As
the
in
made
large opening is
traf- pails directly over the frames
downstream dike for the dredge is put into operation, river
navation of the hive. Place an empty hive
and as soon as a sufficiently fic will use a new
river body and cover on top of the
large opening is made in the channel in the Tennessee
work colony to protect the feeder and
downstream dike for the dredge which skirts construction
around an is- prevent robbing. When the feedto pass through, the dredge will on the dam and
immediately ing operation has been comproceed through the flooded land in the river
nation'sout.
darh construction pleted remove the pail and
the
behind
the
to
like
the
and
The Winkler Stoker has long been recognized as one of tht
channel
boat
empty hive body.
area.
will
dredge
The
Winkler
upstream dike.
stokers. Noted for its operating efficiency and economy,
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Tobacco Presses

New Lock Soon To
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Poor Honey Season
Bees Need Feeding

More Broccoli Found
In Fall Gardens

Gilbertsville Dam
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NEWCHEVROLET

AEROSEDAN

SMALL

tva,

E SERVICE OF AV"-"

PAYMENT

Distinctive without being expensive

CHEVROLET'S NEW Wee-el/Le MODELS
Their surpassing quality—plus their
surprising economy—sets them apart
from all other "Torpedo" models
DESIGNED
TO LEAD IN

STYLING
•
DESIGNED
TO LEAD IN

PERFORMANCE
•
DESIGNED
TO LEAD IN

ECONOMY

DOWN
CONVENIENT LOW
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

THERE'S A WINKIER FOR

EVERY

NEED

PUIII
AND EVERY

CHPIROtIT AES
NAnONAL DEFENSE

Superlative grace and beauty distinguish Chevrolet's new Fleetline Aerosedan and new Fleetline Sportmaster.
And, of course, they also bring you all
of the Unitized Knee-Action comfort.
all of the Valve-in-Head "Victory" performance and economy ... all of the
30-year-proved dependability which characterize the new Chevrolet—The Finest
Chevrolet of All Time.
See these distinguished cars at your
nearest Chevrolet dealer's, and convince
yourself that "It pays to buy the leader
and get the leading buy."

Release
• INTER-PLAN TRANSMISSION
No Shear Pins - Automatic
of Cool
• SIXTEEN TON BURNER
Burns 16 Tens of Air F10On
1y A seh
• PATENTED EEZ-AIR CONTROL
No Puff No
• AUTOMATIC AIR GOVERNOR

• _eausecli Coil oi Opeitaiams

Burns Tons of Air

•3 glec.4 0443441.1.

PHONE FOR FREE HEATING SURVEY

IT PAYS TO BUY THE LEADER AND GET THE LEADING BUY
Princeton Lumber
Company
Phone 260

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Phone 83

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

EXCLUSIVE WINKLER DISTRIBUTORS
Phone 2551
E. Market Street
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Home Town

Blackburn And
Howton Named To
Head Clark Drive

Foul Play Feared

Memorial To Great
Kentucky Hero
Object Of StateWide Campaign
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Tokens Are Most
Anything But Tokens

Teacher Learns
A Thing Or Two

Oklahoma City (N)—Tax commission chairman J. D. Carmichael, puzzled because the state
ran out of sales tax tokens after issuing 87,000,000 of the
aluminum and brass discs, started checking up. Here's where
they went: Workers used many
as washers. Roofers used them
for nailing roofing material.
Poker players used them for
chips, many accumulating large
supplies. Children used them for
toys and lost them. The cost of
the tokens is so low—one mill
for the aluminum and five
mills for the brass—that they

Nowata, Okla. (JP)—Tommy Jo
Harrison, six-year-old daugnter
of Mrs. Albert Harrison, caught
right on when the teacher asked
her to write her name. Not only
that, but Tommy Jo went the
teacher one better—she started
at the wrong end of her name
and wrote it backward. It's a
trick her mother taught her!

Supts. E. F. Blackburn and
Everett Howton have been selected chairmen of the George
Rogers Clark Memorial movement in Caldwell county. The
movement, as stated, "A Kentucky Movement by KentuckMissing a year, Esther Kamin,
ians to pay Kentucky's debt to
Paul,
one of her greatest patriots," is (above), 17-year-old St.
is feared
receiving support from all parts Minn., high school girl,
have been
of the State, including help by her parents to
have met
from Governor Johnson, Supt. kidnapped and to
her
John W. Brooker, President H. with foul play. Max Kamin,
for
L. Donovan, of the University of father, offered a $500 reward
all information of her whereabouts,
of
presidents
the
Kentucky,
his
of
portico
at
home
Hyde
N.
the
Park,
Y., President Roosevelt congratulates
on
—AP Telemat
the colleges, and prominent per- dead or alive.
Wagoner (right), Democratic super visor, after his re-election. The President's home
State.
the
throughout
sons
—AP Telemat
a full slate of Democratic officers for the first time since 1871.
It is believed the plan for
raising funds will succeed because individual contributions
asked for are very small and
Bob Fuson believes he has
because Kentuckians are waking grown the largest ear of corn
neglecting
in
that,
to the fact
in Bell county. It is 13 inches
General Clark, they have neNOV. 12—AppointR. T. Barrett, Caldwell
where he engages in light
not only one of their long.
glected
W. Brooker, supfarm work. Both Lyon and
county's last Civil War vetFratik Browning of Adair
greatest patriots and benefactors
public instruction,
Caldwell county claim him
eran, went to the polls at
but one of the nation's as well. county, raised a litter of 10 pigs
as
only
their
surviving
committee of the
The plan calls for contribu- to a weight of 2,267 pounds in
last Tuesday's election to disCivil War soldier. He is a
tions of five pennies each from 165 days.
mcentennial Ascharge, for the 76th consecua
lover of horses and takes
school children, 25-cents from
tive year, his duty of voting.
It is estimated that 2,000
.mnounced today
ride almost every day. He
teachers, and one dollar each ponds have been dug on farms
Mr. Barrett, who was 95
lackoy, treasurer
led the Princeton Tobacco
as
such
clubs,
of
members
from
in Central Kentucky this year.
Wednesday, has not missed
means committee
Festival parade on horseKiwanis, Rotary, Woman's and
Pendleton county farmers are
voting since Abraham Linback when the celebration
each
addition,
In
R.
ihe SesquicentenA.
D.
coln was elected president,
cooperating in • the purchase of
first started.
and
game,
movie,
dance,
social,
on.
lime and phosphate spreaders.
in 1865.
Mr. Barrett celebrated his
to invite the public; the funds
to advise on school
extensive
Grasshoppers did
The county's old soldier,
a
with
anniversary
95th
be
to
are
derived therefrom
in the celebration
damage to clovers and small
who still is active despite his
dinner and a gatherquiet
contributed to the movement.
s 150th anniversary
grains in Fayette county.
advanced years, was a mere
ing of friends and relatives
Superintendents Blackburn and
next year.
Milk production has increased
lad of 18 then and he helpat his son's home.
Howton will select a committee to where Hart county will have
sincere hope." Maced with guarding the ballot
no
s
a
h
He evidently
to help in the campaign. Their another cheese factory.
every school in
boxes at Eddyville during
thought of catering to old
consist of organizing
duties
added
0. M. McGlamery of Laurel
sill place
the election held in the
age and resting, because
schools and clubs, making speak- county saved enoguh rye grass
the history of our
hectic year following the
only last week he returned
ing arrangements and obtain- and vetch seed to sow 10 acres.
the 1941-42 term."
war between the states.
from a trip to Paducah and
ing speakers, helping and adEighty Calloway county farm• ton is enrolling
Most of Mr. Barrett's faminow is busy with plans to
vising schools in preparing and ers received 99 tons of super• to insure suely has been soldier minded,
make a journey to Fresno,
ts.
entertainmen
presenting
phosphate to use in crop and
cky's Sesquicenthree of his boys. having
Calif., to visit a daughter,
garden demonstrations.
fought in the Spanish AmeriAusof
next spring.
percent
Twenty-five
homemakers'
county
Logan
can War and his father,
4•
tralian males between 18 and 45 clubs sponsored an "amateur
while only a boy of 12, took
McLean county homemakers years had voluntarily enlisted in
hour" that made a profit of $83.
a hand in the Revolutionby
made an exhibit of food needed Australian fighting forces
ary War and aided with
for a family of five for one June 20, according to an official
ferrying soldiers across a
ton of McCreary,
publication.
week. •
river.
northern
youngest county, has
man
old
steady
erect,
The
each decade since
The city of New York had a
A New York confectioner has
Is a familiar figure in Princeto a survey
a
his sweetmeats delivered in a population of less than 400,000
son
a
with
living
Is
He
ton.
ttie College of Agrihundred years ago.
coach.
Victorian
section.
Dulaney
the
in
Home Economics

Named To
Promoting
entennial

Among The
County Agents

Oldest Veteran Casts His
76th Consecutive Ballot

Countyon Grows

Porhoods and com7e county. In 1940
51 people in McThere have been
persons added to
population—rn—each
since 1880, with
of 1910-20,, when
Was smaller.

The Donets coal basin is often
called the "Soviet Pennsylvania."
are cheaper than the real articles
for which they are substituted,
Carmichael moaned.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception!
and careful attention to your enter-1
1s:
tainment during your stay are yours,
always, at
1

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from- I
home, in Kentucky's metropolis]
... Prices will oonforrn to your idea!
of moderate charges for service!
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILANI,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

Have Your

Thanksgiving
-Cleaning
Done Now

s,rapeasi LI,L—

Give Your Garments the Superior
Benefit of

SANITONE
DRY CLEANING
which we guarantee to be absolutely TIIE BEST obtainable.
4U-4-42

talking hack to
You don't even
to drink PastWhy even our
ILI the best milk
c1111 buy."

CETON
AMERY
Coughs
on colds

hang On

WOE W.THOUT PCT CC
SPIICIFICAT IONS SUD.CT TO

*
PEDAL,CONVENTIONAL CLUTCH
HYDRA-MATIC ELIMINATES CLUTCH
!
SHIFTING...SAVES/071915X ON GAS
MECHANISM AND ALL GEAR
these
nevy "drives," consider
HEN you consider the
that is built
W7facts.
-Matic is the only "drive" now in its
Hydra
is
VV
Hydra-Matic
Motors.
through
and backed by General
has proved its advantages
Olds13'0,000
third great year and
of
hands
the
in
miles
of
millions
hundreds of
"drive" that
-Matic is still the only
Hydra
owners.
forward
mobile
four
automatic shifting through
offers completely Oldsmobile will produce the new B-44
materials
speeds. Although
vital
in order to release with Hydrain limited quantities,
available
be
will
models
for defense, all
B-44. It's styled
take a look at the
-built to last!
Matic Drive. Come,
the future and quality
for
engineered
and
Cos!
Extra
*Optional at

YOU CAN ALWAYS

promptly beto the seat of the
%son and expel
6_,• and aid
nature
raw. tender, in.sulteisquto
s sm
elleym
ou
}Won with the un'Nat like the way it
rough or you -are
back.

ANDARD g
Our ST
we guarantee better than anythin

cleaning, which
available except SANITONE, is priced at

BETTER LOOKING,
BETTER LASTING,
BETTER BUILT
THAN Aar Om
IN 44 YEARS!

COUNT 0.1

r

-BUILT 7'0 LAST
available.
IT'S QUALITY
payments are
Monthly

DRY CLEANING

down payment.
"Trado•ona"apply on

Company
Stevens Chevrolet
Kentucky

LSION Princeton,

Colds, Bronchitis

DEFENSE COMES FIRST
WITH OLDSMOBILE!
The major part of Oldsmobile's
huge resources are marshaled for
defense. Artillery shell and airplane cannon are now in mass
production.With its remaining facilities, Oldsmobile will continue
to build • limited number
of quality motor cars.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 197

Thursday, Nov

Kentucky Frees
Another Bridge;
Johnson Speaks

Princeton, Ill., Boy Wreck Hero

villberefrstis„oti3,10.3,
date, Harrison CUR versus John —
favor
of the plaint,.
Lanham, a controversy over
digging a well, was decided in Spickard
- decided n
as
favor of the plaintiff;
lick versus H. J. Byrd, a familiar
decided in — Try Leadei
controversy, also

Dull Term Of
Circuit Court
Is Nearing End

An Expression of Appreciatil
And Gratitude:

Two Are Fined For
Shooting; Youthful Housebreaker
Given Probation

Governor Says
Tolls On Three
More State Spans
To Be Eliminated
(By Associated Press)
Nov. 11 — Three
Newport,
State-owned highway bridges,
including the Paducah-Brookport
span, will be freed of tolls by
1943 if the present rate of toll
collection is maintained, Gov.
Keen Johnson said today. The
Governor spoke here at ceremonies marking removal of tolls on
the state-owned Newport-Cincinnati bridge.
Kentucky, the Governor said,
has regretted that it could be
Nino Bottalla, 14, (left) one of six members •of a Princeton, Ill., family enroute to New York
approached from the north only
the Pennsylvania train that crashed into a signal tower and derailed causing 12 deaths at
on
by crossing toll bridges "but
0., emerged as a hero of the wreck. He escaped uninjured, but led rescue workers to
we are eliminating toll bridges Dunkirk,
brother, Jimmy, 2 (right), and helped dig the injured child out Of the wreckage.. "It
baby
his
as
state
our
of
borders
on the
was the greatest example of childish heroism I have ever witnessed," B. Gamage, secretary to
rapidly as possible."
He recalled the recent freeing the president of the U. C. Chamber of Commerce, and an injured passenger, declared. AP Telemat
of other Ohio river bridges, between Henderson and Evansville,
Ind., and between Ashland and toll rates may stimulate traffic
Coal Grove, Ohio, and predicted over some of the bridges, the
a third, between Covington and fact remains that by reducing
Cincinnati, would be freed in a
Dique and Boyd Sattertoll charges, the date on which
year "if the present rate of toll
field are really brothers,
toll
made
be
may
draft
20th
bridges
county's
the
Caldwell
maintained."
collection is
even to the extent of idenLikewise, he said, if toll col- free has been proportionately call since Selective Service oritical taste in clothes.
lections are continued on their postponed."
ginated in October, 1940, will
present basis; three other spans
Last week, the SatterThe Newport bridge was pur- send Earl Walker Bryant and
can be freed by 1943. They are
fields, on a trip to the Louischased by the state from the Thomas Marion Boaz, a volunthe Catlettsburg-Kenova, Paduville Fat Cattle Show, each
Nashville rail- teer, into service November 27.
cah-Brookport and Calhoun- Louisville and
Six men included in call No.
purchased an overcoat, hat
road in 1935 for $1,800,000. All
Rumsey bridges, he said.
19, will leave Sunday. They are
and shoes. They did not
"There has been a growing in- but $75,000 of the bonds issued James Euen Farmer, Woodrow
clination," the Governor added, at that time have been paid, the Glenn Thomas, Charles Hersmake the shopping trip to"to insist upon reduction of tolls Governor said. Enough money chell Dunn, Raymond Chapple
gether; in fact, neither knew
charged at state-owned bridges. is on hand to make this final McCollister, James Parr Morof the other's inclination ...
innext
the
1,
Jan.
A reduction has been made in payment
gan, and Robert Cecil Franklin.
But when they returned to
some instances. While lowered terest payment date.
A pegro, James Robert Iloilotheir hotel room and showwell, was sent November 2.
ed the garments to each
other, all were exactly alike.

Twentieth Draft Call Satterfield Bros.
Shop Just Alike
Adds Two More
To Service Rolls

Leather Jackets
Goat Skin and
Cape Skin

9.50 to 12.50

Leather Coats
Fancy Jackets and Leather, Red & Tan
,
—148.541

SLACKS
in New Fall Colors

*2.98 to *4.95
New line of Button and Zipper Sweaters

Wood & McElfatrick
MAIN & JEFFERSON

Presler, Wood Join
U. S. Naval Reserve
John H. "Bill" Presler, popular manager of the Princess
Shoppe of the Princeton Cream
and Butter Company, enlisted in
the United States Naval Reserve
Tuesday. He is awaiting call to
service which is due shortly after Thanksgiving. Presler came
here about 2 years ago from
Tipton, Ind.
Another Princeton boy, Otis
"Rusty" Wood, member of last
year's Butler High School graduating class and drummer in
the 1940-41 Butler High School
band, volunteered and left for
the Naval Reserve Wednesday
morning. He is a minor.

Miss Jodelle Brannock
Joins Army Nurses' Stair
Miss Jodelle Brannock, niec
of Mrs. J. R. CatlAt—ft.ft her
Monday for Dallas, Texas where
she will serve as nurse in an
Army Training Camp. Mis
Brannock took her preliminar
training in Texas and has worked for the last few months at
Jewish Hospital, Louisville. She
last
visited Mrs. Catlett all
week.

Festival Board
To Meet Tuesday

Respectfully,

MITCHELL CLIFT

Gratefully yours,

William L. Jon:

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOTICE!
To My,Customers and Friends:
I am now in a new location, THE.
CLAIR SERVICE STATION, co
North Jefferson and Groom Streeli
May I look for you soon?
Thanks,

Richard Herr

of jteni to be eats

lb 12k

Oatmeal Cookies

FOR SALE:
Farmall-14 Tractors
John Deere Model-B tractor
W-30 International tractor
10-20 International tractor
Farmall 30 tractor
D-15 3/4 ton International
truck.
2 ton International
/
1 C-30, 11
truck.
1 GMC Pick-up
I International Pick-up
2 Tractor Disc Harrows
2 Tractor Plows
PRINCETON IMPLEMENT CO.
Madisonville Street

2
1
I
2
1
I

FOR RENT: Three apartments,
furnished or unfurnished, private
baths and entrances, innerspring
refrigeration.
mattresses a n d
Parties leaving city. Apartments
can be rented, in either two,
three or four rooms. Minor Metcalf, 406 W. Main St.
FOR SALE: Nine room house
and lot, located 410 S. Harrison
St. Will sell or sacrifice. See Al
Thomas Page.
tfx

DOLE'S FANCY

Pet Milk

PINEAPPLE
ROCHELLE
Spears

LOVING

Asparagus

Emperor Grapes
3 53c Grapefruit Te:::dir

r

uoiree

CUP
The coffee with the wonderful flavor

Bananas

Nic;r:ietliow

loose Dates

Fresh and Cured Meats

21c
..25c
lk

Fresh Fruits and Vete

lb.

CUR
whole or half

SUGAR

Swift's Brookfi
SAUSAGE
CREAMERY B
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everything els
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FOR
RENT: Two
private
apartments with bath, 3 and 4
rooms, over garage. Phone 704,
LOST: One White face heifer
with horns: weight 700 lbs. last
seen on William S. Rice farm.
Call Princeton Cream and ButPhone 161.
1 tp
ter Co.

In
is

1 •
f.

Thanksgiving Will Soon Be Here

furnished
private
apartment,
entrance,
bath, and garage. See Alfred
Shores, 519 Hopkinsville street.
It

I thank you again for the confidence that you have shown In me and I will
be diligent in trying to justify that confidence.

My purpose will be to represent the
all the people of Caldwell County at Fradiet
best of my ability and I will .ppreciate ha*
and counsel to that end.

Myrtle, Miss. (iP)—A conservation-minded cafe operator here
has this sign on his wall: "If
The board of directors of the
you are loafing please let cusCorFestival
Princeton Tobacco
tomers sit closest to fans."
poration
will meet Tuesday
night, Nov. 18, in the office of
Dr. C. F. Englehardt, president,
to hear final reports of this
year's festival and to plan MI
next year's
celebration. The
following week, an open meetThe Red Front Stores are chuck full of hundreds
ing will be held at the courtDay. More for your lVfoney all the time.
Feast
house to elect new officers for
the corporation. The public is
urged to attend this meeting,
CHOCOLATE
date_of which will be announc
FRUIT
in next week's issue of The
Leader.

FOR RENT: 4-room

To those who did not support me—I bear no ill will toward you. Everyone
has a right to be for whom he or she pleases in a free country.
want you to come to the Sheriff's office whenever you care to, and you
shall receive the greatest courtesy and attention that I am able to bestow.

As this was my first political venture, I tio
thankful that your confidence and support',
victory to me at the polls and shall, by It*
faithful attention to the duties of this dee,
give evidence of my appreciation by the ,
service rendered.

Customer Always Cool

FOR SALE: Bird Dog, registered
English setter, also Remington
automatic shotgun, 26-in, cylindNormally, Italy is one of prin er bore. Bryan Goodwin, Otter
cipal wheat-growing nations, the Pond.
third largest producer in Europe,
WANTED: 500 bushels of new
with a crop about one-third that
corn. Dr. C. F. Englehardt. 2tp
of U. S.

Let me take this opportunity to thank you one and all from the bottom of
my heart for your kindness.
I am deeply and sincerely grateful to all of you who voted for me and
worked for me in this campaign, and I intend to try to repay you by doing my
best to make a Sheriff of whom you will be proud.

To the Voters of Princeton and Caldwell
I take this method of expressing to eit
cast their ballots for me in my race for
tive of Caldwell County in the General Ai.
the general election Tuesday, Nov. 4, Irv'
thanks and appreciation.

November term of Caldwell
Circuit Court continued into its
activity
third week with little
Grand
on the criminal docket.
by
week
last
dismissed
jury was
Judge Bailey and court will end
probably Saturday, Clerk Leona
Trader said Wednesday. There
was no sessions of court Wednesday and Thursday, Judge
the
Bailey being absent at
Kentucky Judicial Council, in
Louisville.
After a day of civil routine
last Thursday, one trial by jury
was completed Friday. Mildred
Hogan, charged with malicious
cutting and wounding, saw her
charge reduced to cutting in
sudden heat of passion and was
fined $50 and cost.
There was no court Saturday
and very little action Monday
by
except for routine work
Judge Bailey and officials.
In Tuesday's cour t, David
Stilts, Olney, charged with malicious shooting with intent to
kill, pled guilty to shooting in
sudden heat of passion and was
fined $100 and cost. Charles
Fletcher, a youth charged with
stealing a bicycle and given a
year's prison term last week,
was probated.
Jack Jones, 14-year-old school
boy who was sentenced to 2
years in Eddyville prison earlier
in the November term of court
on a series of housebreaking
charges, also was freed on probation.
In the term's civil cases to

FLORIDA ORANGES
nice size

lb. pkg.

Hot House
TOMATOES
d lettuce, currants, figs, raisins, fresh

Baltimore 1:

for Thanksgiving cooking. More for your Money all the

•ref
ge
the
C.

